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Dams:
(Here’s a new take on the Orcas.)

Breaching Snake River dams could be ‘a deadly distraction for orca’
BY MYNORTHWEST STAFF, OCTOBER 10, 2018, mynorthwest.com

Todd Myers of the Puget Sound Salmon Recovery
Council warns that breaching Snake River dams
would not only do very little to help orca, but could
also carry some additional long-term consequences.
Contesting a suggestion from Michelle Seidelman of
the Sea Shepherd Conservation Society that
breaching Snake River dams could replenish the
salmon food supply for orca, Myers chatted with Dave
Ross of Seattle’s Morning News to set the record
straight. “Spending hundreds of millions, even billions
of dollars to tear down the Snake River dams, would do very little,” Myers said. “It would be a
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marginal benefit at best.” Not only would it not help, but Myers claims that ultimately, breaching
the dams could be “a deadly distraction for orca,” as well as a costly one for taxpayers.
The idea that it wouldn’t end up being exorbitantly expensive “is really wishful thinking,” said
Myers. “Even some advocates that (Seidelman) quoted say that it would cost at least hundreds of
millions of dollars, and other folks say it would cost billions.” All this would not only come at the
cost of not just taxpayer dollars, but also electricity. Myers estimates that breaching the dams
would lose approximately 7 percent of Washington’s energy. This comes in the midst of a
potential energy shortage in the near future.
“The Northwest Power Planning Council testified before the legislature just a week ago, saying
that in 2021, we’re going to have shortages,” he said. “I asked them, I said ‘what would happen if
we tore down the dams,’ and they said it would get worse,” he warned. So what would actually
help a struggling local orca population? While conceding that the salmon population is definitely a
factor, Myers argues that the larger issue is sound pollution. “Sound makes it difficult for them
echo-locate prey, we know that the sound gets in the way and makes it hard for them to hunt,” he
said, adding that “Washington State ferries are some of the biggest problems we have.” Citing
information from the Orca Task Force, he estimates that with a 15 percent increase in salmon
and a 50 percent decrease in sound, we could actually put Puget Sound’s orca “back on a path.”
An orca population in jeopardy
The Northwest orca population has found itself in serious trouble. An orca calf hasn’t survived in
three years, while the overall population sits at a 30-year low. Most experts agree that causes
include a die-off of their primary prey, Chinook salmon, increased inbreeding weakening the
population, and as Myers states, an uptick in sound pollution in the orca population’s primary
hunting ground. Governor Jay Inslee authorized a task force in May to combat the issue. A
handful of suggestions, like Seidelman’s, have been pitched or implemented, but no long-term,
permanent solution has been reached.
(Landslides can be devastating.)

Will a Landslide on the Eel River Cause California’s Next Dam Disaster?
An historic landslide looms above Scott Dam, owned by Pacific Gas & Electric Co. The
utility is trying to sell off the dam without
acknowledging the danger posed by this
geologic threat and a nearby earthquake fault.
BY Scott Greacen, Oct. 3, 2018, newsdeeply.com

PACIFIC GAS & Electric Co. (PG&E) wants to sell its
two dams on California’s upper Eel River as soon as
possible. Part of a diversion scheme called the Potter
Valley Project, the utility wants to get the dams off its
balance sheet so badly it is moving to auction them
off right in the middle of a Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) relicensing process. Scott Dam
will be 102 years old, and Cape Horn 112 years old,
when their current federal license expires in 2022. Wouldn’t it make sense to be sure the dams
are actually safe before PG&E auctions them off, or before FERC grants a new 50-year license?
A new study commissioned by my group, Friends of the Eel River, shows there are risks
associated with the Eel River dams nobody has troubled to analyze before. In this case, a
landslide hanging just above Scott Dam presents “a significant geological hazard” to the dam
itself thanks to the earthquakes that are likely in this area. This assessment adds to the portfolio
of threats from the nearby Bartlett Springs fault complex. Mendocino County interests, which
have long enjoyed diversion of Eel River flows into Potter Valley and the upper Russian River,
don’t seem particularly concerned about the safety of Scott Dam. Through the obscure
Mendocino County Inland Water and Power Commission, agricultural and urban interests such as
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the Potter Valley Irrigation District and the city of Ukiah are seeking a deal with PG&E to keep the
dams in place. Others surely are as well.
Neither PG&E nor state and federal regulators have much incentive to uncover the Potter Valley
Project’s huge liabilities. PG&E is still trying to sell the project, after all. And FERC sees its
mission as promoting and protecting electrical generation – even the relatively tiny, and entirely
uneconomic, amount of hydroelectric power produced at the PG&E powerhouse in Potter Valley.
For its part, FERC has flatly refused to discuss dam safety issues during relicensing of the Eel
River dams. Nor will FERC address the need to consider dam decommissioning and removal.
(FERC says it will analyze dam removal only if the dam owner asks for it. That PG&E has
declined to request dam removal studies may have something to do with the fact that the
company is trying to sell the dams, rather than get stuck with $100 million or more in federally
mandated removal costs.)
Make no mistake, our primary interest at Friends of the Eel River is the recovery of Eel River
fisheries, especially salmon and steelhead now listed under the federal Endangered Species Act.
We are focused on the opportunity to restore Chinook and steelhead to hundreds of miles of
prime spawning and rearing habitat on federal public lands by removing Scott Dam, which blocks
fish passage completely. But the more we dig into questions of dam safety, the more cause for
alarm we’ve found. It’s important to note that these safety issues undermine all the putative
benefits of leaving the dams in place: A water supply that depends on a suspect dam next to a
fault is anything but sustainable. We asked Miller Pacific Engineering Group to address some key
questions: Could a significant earthquake on the nearby Bartlett Springs fault cause the landslide
above Scott Dam to fail? If it did fail, what might be the effects on the dam itself? The answers
are sobering. The landslide – which began moving before Scott Dam was built – is not stable.
The larger an earthquake, the more likely the slide will be to move a lot. If the slide were to move
substantially, it could put significant forces on the dam that could lead to dam failure. For all its
public assurances that Scott Dam may be just fine for another 50 years, PG&E has not been
eager to share the dam safety information it does have. Much of this material is hidden from
public view as so-called critical energy infrastructure information, on the basis it might be useful to
terrorists. We’ve asked the company to consider releasing more of this information. It has not
responded.
It is shocking to us that Scott Dam was built so close to a fault capable of producing very
significant earthquakes. However, this is not uncommon. There are two reasons why many dams
across the American West were built near faults. The first is ignorance. When Scott Dam was
built in 1920–21, the idea of continental drift had just been proposed as a scientific concept. The
theory of plate tectonics was still three decades from winning scientific acceptance. Discovery of
the Bartlett Springs fault was 50 years in the future. The second reason is that where rivers cross
faults, we find tight spots downstream of wide areas: seemingly perfect places for dams. As the
two sides of a fault move relative to one another, the shifting sides pinch the river canyon, forming
narrow places that are easier to dam. Meanwhile, upstream sections of riverbed are pushed away
from the watercourse, creating wide valleys ideal to hold water. As many as 100 California dams
may be at serious risk from faults. High-profile examples include Isabella Dam, on the Kern River
above Bakersfield; Oroville Dam on the Feather River; and Martis Creek Dam, above Truckee.
Calaveras Dam, near San Jose, has just been rebuilt to withstand a 7.25 magnitude quake, at a
cost of $823 million.
As we noted, we have asked FERC to examine dam safety in relicensing the Eel River dams, to
no avail. We’ve also asked FERC, in light of the recent disaster at Oroville Dam, to consider
updating its inspection protocols for older and at-risk dams such as Scott Dam. Again, FERC has
declined to respond. Of the 1,246 dams under jurisdiction of the California Department of Water
Resources’ Division of Safety of Dams (DSOD), only Oroville – now having its spillway rebuilt on
an emergency basis – is rated “unsatisfactory.” DSOD rates Scott Dam as “satisfactory,” by which
it means “no existing or potential dam safety deficiencies are recognized.” We have asked DSOD
to explain how they will reevaluate this rating in view of Miller Pacific’s finding that the landslide
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above Scott dam poses “a significant geological hazard” to the dam. PG&E is walking around in
the scientific equivalent of the emperor’s new clothes. The utility is offering to sell a dam built less
than a mile from what turns out to be the most active portion of a very substantial earthquake
fault: The Bartlett Springs fault is the easternmost extension of the San Andreas fault system.
And it hasn’t even taken a hard look at how a significant earthquake could affect the landslide
perched pretty much right above Scott Dam. It’s time to get real about risks and solutions. It’s
time to negotiate a deal to remove Scott Dam.
(The battle goes on toward the inevitable.)

Controversy over Klamath River dam removal persists as approval nears
By Damon Arthur, Redding Record Searchlight, Oct. 5, 2018, redding.com

From the air, Iron Gate Reservoir stretches for miles
like a long green banner behind Irongate Dam.
There’s not a boat in sight on the water, and not very
likely to be many swimmers in the lake in late
September. It’s not just the early fall weather that keeps
swimmers out of the lake when the blue-green algae
blooms. State water quality officials posted signs
around the lake in June warning people that coming in
contact with the cyanobacteria in the algae can cause
sickness in people, pets and wildlife.

Iron Gate Dam

“It’s pretty mucky and greenish. You don’t really want to go into it,” said Tabitha Sapp, who works
at a campground along the Klamath River, downstream of Irongate Dam. But while Sapp
acknowledges "there is something wrong with our river," she isn’t sure she supports the proposed
cure for the annual summer algae blooms. The Klamath River Renewal Corp. is going through a
process to take ownership of four dams on the river from PacifiCorp and remove them. It is, the
KRRC says, the largest dam removal project in the nation. “It would probably be bad for business
because our river is going to be dried up,” Sapp said.
Supporters: Dams create dangerous conditions
Proponents of removing the four hydroelectric dams —
Irongate, Copco No. 1 and 2, and J.C. Boyle — are instead
predicting a return to more natural flows fed by rainfall,
snowmelt and springs. Mike Belchick, a biologist with the
Yurok Tribe, said removing the dams would improve the
quality of the water in the river and restore hundreds of
miles of habitat for wild salmon. Water in the river and the
four lakes heats up as it is held behind the dams, creating
river conditions for algae blooms. “So in fact with the dams
in the river the water is a lot warmer than it would be,
The water in the Klamath River was
about 9 degrees hotter than it would be if you took the
listed as dangerous by the Klamath
dams out,” Belchick said. For much of the past summer
Basin Monitoring Program because of
the Klamath River was considered either at the “danger” or
blue-green algae levels in the river.
“warning” level for blue-green algae from Copco Lake to
(Photo: Damon Arthur/Record
Searchlight)
the Pacific Ocean, according to the Klamath Basin
Monitoring Program. In addition to their toxicity, the algae
blooms also deplete oxygen from the water, according to Klamath River Renewal. Warmer, slow
moving water in the river has tended to create conditions where fish diseases thrive, fisheries
experts say. The Klamath River gained nationwide attention in 2002 when 33,000 salmon and
steelhead died in the river from disease that spread in slow, warm water conditions, fisheries
officials said. Some people had been calling for dam removal up to that point, but the fish die-off
gave the issue more momentum, said Craig Tucker, a consultant for the Karuk Tribe. "The fish kill
of '02 was sort of the same time the licenses to operate the dams expired," Tucker said. "The fish
kill sort of put an exclamation point on the need for removing the dams."
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Dam removal helps salmon, economy, tribes
Fast forward to 2018 and the nonprofit corporation is seeking permits from the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission to take control of the licenses to operate the four dams from PacifiCorps.
After approval from the commission, the KRRC plans to begin site work and construction at the
dams in 2020, and removal of the dams is expected to begin in 2021. PacifiCorps has said that it
would be cheaper to tear down the dams, rather than relicense them. Upgrading them to meet
current FERC requirements would cost about $400 million. Instead, the power company is paying
$200 million toward dam removal.
The state of California is pitching in another $250 million toward the cost of dam removal. The
KRRC said removing the dams will give salmon access to more than 400 miles of spawning
habitat. There is also an economic benefit to taking out the dams, the KRRC says. The project
will add 450 jobs to the commercial fishing industry in California and Oregon.
Dave Meurer, a spokesman for KRRC, said when choosing contractors for the dam removal
project preference will be given to firms that show preference for local hiring and purchasing.
Tucker said there are benefits beyond the economic benefits of removing the dams. The salmon
are an integral part of the culture of the river tribes, such as the Karuk and Yurok, he said. It’s
difficult for tribes to conduct cultural ceremonies in the river when there are signs posted along
the stream warning people not to touch the blue-green algae in the water, he said. “For the tribes,
it’s about more than that (economics), it’s about culture and religion too,” Tucker said.
Opponents, county remain skeptical
While proponents say the Klamath River will benefit from removing the four dams, Sapp said she
is worried the river won’t recover for decades after the dams are taken out. Belchick said
sediment in the lakes will likely be washed out to the mouth of the river during the first winter after
dams are breached. Sapp isn’t the only one skeptical of removing the dams. The Siskiyou County
Board of Supervisors has long opposed removing the dams. Ray Haupt, chairman of the board,
said removing the dams could seriously harm the environment when 26 million cubic yards of
sediment washes downstream.
The county will also lose hundreds of thousands of
dollars in tax dollars when the dams are taken out, he
said. The potential for more flooding also could
reduce property values around the river, he said.
Michael Kobseff, another member of the board, said
the county and other agencies have worked to
restore salmon runs in the Klamath River basin for
decades but there has been little improvement. He
said there is no science that supports the claim
salmon runs will improve after the dams come down.
And if the dams are removed and the salmon runs
don’t improve, the county will suffer, he said. “There’s
got to be a solution to this whole process. The county
has to be made whole. If something goes south on
us, the county may be left holding the bag,” Kobseff
said.

Signs were posted this summer along Irongate
Reservoir warning visitors of the blue-green
algae in the water. (Photo: Damon
Arthur/Record Searchlight)

(A dam in trouble.)

NID to review SYRCL call to delay work on
Centennial Dam
By The Union staff, October 7, 2018, theunion.com

Nevada Irrigation District, CA this week will host a
special meeting to review a request by the South Yuba
River Citizens League to stop work on its proposed
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Centennial Dam project until the district's Raw Water Master Plan is complete The request will be
discussed 6 p.m. Tuesday, Oct. 9, at the Grass Valley Veterans Memorial Building. The Raw
Water Master Plan is a document that projects future water supply and demand conditions and
develops alternatives to meet those needs. "We are happy to see NID prioritize a more rigorous
understanding of local hydrology and our community's water needs, and how our responses to
them, are likely to evolve in an uncertain future," SYRCL Executive Director Melinda Booth said
at an April NID board meeting.
"Essentially, we support a decision to prioritize the Raw Water Master Plan, and put the
proverbial cart back behind the horse, where it belongs." In April, when NID announced it would
update their raw water plan to cover the next 50 years, SYRCL sent NID a letter to ask the Board
of Directors to cease work on Centennial while they were working on the plan. After four months
of no official response, a news release states, SYRCL sent another formal letter requesting a vote
on its request. "We have a variety of concerns — environmental, public trust, and most
importantly, fiscal responsibility," Booth said in the release. "To date, NID has spent $14 million
on this dam project and they don't have a funding plan, water rights to fill the reservoir, or data
justifying the need. Since our April request to stop spending money on the Centennial Dam
project while working on the (raw water plan), NID has spent more than $700,000." SYRCL
requested in its letter that NID be transparent, fiscally responsible, and fully committed to a
sustainable water solution for all in the Raw Waster Master Plan. "The proposed Centennial Dam
is a divisive issue for our community, and in order to reach a sustainable solution for our water,
we must unite," the release states. SYRCL is hosting a rally at 5 p.m. prior to the special meeting.
(Telling it like it is,)

Oct. 12 Letters to the Editor
Oct 12, 2018, lmtribune.com

Here we go again: Another fish hugger wants to take out the dams. My
recommendation is to first get the foreign fishing boats off the coast.
Eliminate the seals, sea lions and birds. And then take the nets out of the
river until the fish come back in decent numbers. Taking out the dams is
like taking out your appendix when your tonsils are bad. Get off your butt
in Moscow and go to the coast and raise hell. P.S.: The trout family does
not like warm water, so take your ice cubes and put them in the ocean. It's too warm. David C.
Long, Clarkston, WA
(Orca news.)

Scientists: Removal of dams key to orca survival
Researchers sent letter to Inslee, task force discussing species, recovery
By Lynda V. Mapes, The Seattle Times, October 15, 2018, columbian.com

Leading killer-whale scientists and researchers
are calling for removal of four dams on the
Lower Snake River and a boost of water over the
dams to save southern resident killer whales
from extinction. The scientists sent a letter
Monday to Gov. Jay Inslee and co-chairs of a
governor’s task force on orca recovery. The
whales need chinook — their primary prey —
year round, scientists state in their letter, and the
spring chinook runs in particular returning to the
Columbia and Snake are among the most important. That is because of the size, fat content and
timing of those fish, making them critical for the whales to carry them over from the lean months
of winter to the summer runs in the Fraser River, the scientists wrote.
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The need for Columbia and Snake river fish is so acute, “we believe that restoration measures in
this watershed are an essential piece of a larger orca conservation strategy. Indeed, we believe
that southern resident orca survival and recovery may be impossible to achieve without it.” Based
on the science and the urgency of the current threats confronting the southern residents, the
scientists recommended two top priorities for the task force in its recommendations for orca
recovery: Immediately initiate processes to increase the spill of water over the dams on the
Columbia and Snake, to create more natural river conditions, and to breach the Lower Snake
River dams.
The letter comes as the death of three southern resident orcas in four months last summer, one
from L pod and two in J pod, have added fuel to the long running-campaign to free the Snake.
Lower Snake River dam removal has been debated in the region for decades as a way to boost
salmon runs. Three federal judges in a row in five rulings since 1994 also have called for an
overhaul of hydropower operations at eight federal dams on the Columbia and Snake rivers to
boost salmon survival, including a serious look at dam removal. The latest court review now
underway will not be concluded until 2021 and calls for NOAA, the Bonneville Power
Administration, which markets power from the dams, and other agencies to take a serious look at
dam removal. However, the scientists call for urgent action now because the orcas are continuing
to decline and need food. “Orca need more chinook salmon available on a year-round basis as
quickly as possible,” the scientists wrote.
As orca advocates joined forces with dam busters, BPA has pushed back. In a recent press
briefing, BPA managers said the Columbia and Snake produce only some of the fish the orcas
use, and that the four Lower Snake River dams are important to the region. However, the reliance
by orca whales on spring chinook from the Columbia and Snake in particular is well documented,
the scientists wrote. All three pods are spending less time in their spring and summer habitat of
the San Juan Islands, and more time off the coast, because of diminished Puget Sound and
Fraser River chinook runs. Their travels reflect their search for food. The whales depend on
chinook from rivers all over Puget Sound as well as the from the Fraser, Columbia and Snake
rivers. Chinook recovery has been a long struggle in the Columbia and Snake rivers, where
hatchery fish make up most of the runs. Hatchery chinook recently have been surging, data from
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration show. Yet even good returns are a fraction
of historic numbers. Wild runs — the basis for long-term recovery in the Columbia and Snake —
have remained far below the level of adult returns required for recovery — let alone to prevent
extinction.
Signing the letter were Sam Wasser, director of the Center for Conservation Biology at the
University of Washington, and Deborah Giles, who is resident scientist at the University of
Washington Friday Harbor Labs and the science and research director for the nonprofit Wild
Orca. Their research shows a steady increase in mortality and orca pregnancy failure. Those two
factors in combination have led to the recent decline in the southern resident orca population,
which today stands at just 74 individual whales — a 35-year low. The letter comes as the
governor’s task force on orca recovery is set to convene its final meeting and public hearing
before making its recommendations to Gov. Jay Inslee, due Nov. 1.
(Little leaks can become big leaks.)

INSPECTORS TO REVISIT NORTH ALABAMA DAM AFTER LEAK REPAIR
Inspectors will revisit a north Alabama dam that sprang a leak in 2017.
By: Associated Press, Oct. 15, 2018, waaytv.com

MOUNT HOPE, Ala. (AP) - Inspectors will
revisit a north Alabama dam that sprang a
leak in 2017. The Times Daily reports the
Tennessee Valley Authority will inspect the
dam at Little Bear Creek Reservoir in
Lawrence County later this month. TVA dam
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safety manager Kristen Smith says inspections typically take place every five years. But TVA
moved up the next look, not due until 2020. That's because a leak appeared near the spillway in
April 2017. Earlier this year, TVA inspectors discovered the source of the seepage. They injected
a grout mixture into cracks at the dam's bedrock foundation, and continued monitoring it.
Bear Creek Development Authority Director Shannon McKinney says experts will look at every
aspect of the dam, ways it could fail, the probability of each potential failure, and worst case
scenarios.
(Lots of leaks going around.)

Leak at Pacific Power's Bend hydro dam to prompt repairs
It's the fourth such shoring up in the past decade
By: KTVZ.COM, Oct 15, 2018, ktvz.com

BEND, Ore. - Pacific Power said Monday it's
preparing to make reinforcements to its more than
century-old hydroelectric dam in downtown Bend to
address a small leak that developed in one of the
structure’s wooden panels. The work is expected to
begin in early November. Last Wednesday, a plant
operator discovered more water than normal
passing through an outlet that was once used to
regulate river flow, utility spokesman Tom Gauntt
said in a news release. The source of the leak is a
wooden panel that was installed about 25 years ago to seal the outlet, which is no longer used.
"The leak is affecting the company’s ability to maintain normal water levels for Mirror Pond, but
poses no safety risk and does not impact the structural integrity of the dam," the announcement
said.
The work will include driving long pieces of interlocking steel sheets, known as sheet pile, into the
river bed to create steel facing on the upstream side of the leaking panel and remaining sections
of the 100-year-old wooden structure that have not already been reinforced. The method was
successfully used in 2008, 2009, and 2014 after similar leaks were discovered. The entire face of
the dam will be reinforced with this next round of sheet pile installation. “These reinforcements will
allow us to continue to operate the hydro project and maintain Mirror Pond levels for the
community for the foreseeable future,” said Mark Sturtevant, managing director of Renewable
Resources, who oversees hydro operations for PacifiCorp.
The dam is located near the Newport Avenue bridge. In addition to diverting water for the
company’s hydroelectric project, the dam creates Mirror Pond by impounding the section of the
Deschutes River immediately upstream. The work will begin as soon as a large construction
crane can be brought into the area and all needed permits are in hand. The company currently
expects the work to start around Nov. 5 and last for about four weeks. Mirror Pond levels are
currently about two feet below normal for this time of year, the utility said, and are expected to
remain two to four feet below normal until the reinforcements are complete. The work comes as
the city of Bend, Bend Park and Rec District and others are working to figure out how to cover the
estimated $6.7 million cost of dredging silt from the pond, last dredged in 1984. A new city council
subcommittee will explore the wide range of options to come up with the funds, including a
franchise fee utility ratepayers would pay.
(They found the leak.)

Priest Rapids Dam given green light
By Nevonne McDaniels, Wenatchee World, Oct 16, 2018, yakimaherald.com

MATTAWA, WA — Priest Rapids Dam has been
given a clean bill of health, for now. Grant County
PUD officials, working with the Federal Energy
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Regulatory Commission, on Thursday removed the emergency condition put in place March 28
after water was found seeping into drilled inspection holes in the spillway monoliths. The reservoir
behind the dam was lowered about 4 feet as a precaution to take pressure off the dam while
engineers looked for the cause of the leaks.
Early in the process, investigators determined the leaking water was from of a disbonded lift joint,
or seam, in the concrete making up the spillway’s support structures called monoliths. During the
past six months, crews conducted more drilling to confirm the source of the leaking and to relieve
pressure in the leaking area. The additional drain holes drilled into the spillway monoliths are now
reducing the pressure in the leaking area, allowing Grant PUD personnel to monitor the condition
of the joint. Workers also installed monitoring equipment in the spillway. Through analysis of the
spillway in the full operating range of the reservoir, officials determined the emergency
designation is no longer required.

Hydro:
(A tour of a dam.)

TOUR OF SODA SPRINGS DAM IS FRIDAY
October 9, 2018, by Kyle Bailey, News Radio, kqennewsradio.com

A public tour of Soda Springs Dam is set for Friday. The
facility is about an hour east of Roseburg, on Highway
138. Pacific Power, along with federal and state natural
resource agencies, are presenting the event. Those
attending will see the state-of-the-art fish passage
facilities and recent spawning habitat improvements at the dam, and upstream locations on the
North Umpqua River.
A release from Pacific Power said the enhancements are part of the utility’s 194-megawatt
hydroelectric project that produces enough renewable, emission-free electricity to supply 44,000
homes each year. The project was built in the 1940s and 1950s but has undergone many
substantial improvements since 2001 to balance energy efficiency production with fish, wildlife,
recreation and other values. The tour will begin at 11:00 a.m. and conclude by around 3:00 p.m. It
will start with a presentation at the North Umpqua Implementation Center, 60 miles east of
Roseburg. After that presentation, guests will be transported on buses to several project sites.
Carpooling is encouraged due to limited parking. People going on the tour should bring a sack
lunch and wear sturdy shoes or boots. Hard hats are required to access the dam and will be
provided to those who do not have their own.
Space on the tour is limited and must be reserved by calling Pacific Power at 541-498-2617.
(Needs a lot of work.)

Maine company revitalizing Noone Falls hydroelectric facility
By TIM GOODWIN, Monadnock Ledger-Transcript, October 11, 2018, ledgertranscript.com

PETERBOROUGH NH - After three years of sitting unused and
in need of major repairs, Evergreen Electric is working to get
the Noone Falls hydroelectric facility back up and running.
Evergreen, which is based out of Casco, Maine, purchased a
condo space in the basement of Noone Falls, which houses the
facility equipment, and inherited the rights and oversight of the
dam from the Cobb family about six months ago and has been
working on the project ever since. “We just want to regenerate
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this hydroelectric project,” said Andrew Greco, whose family owns Evergreen. “Get it back up and
running and fully functional. It wasn’t running when we bought it.”\ Charlie Cobb said Wednesday
that his family bought Noone Falls in 1999. At the time, Cobb said, former owner Ken King
retained the rights to the facility for five years, after which the Cobbs took over running it for more
than a decade. But with the facility that was built toward the end of the 19th century had issues
over the years, Cobb said. “We never had a great running facility. It would break down and
needed repairs,” Cobb said. “I just didn’t have the knowledge and don’t have the time now to
learn about it.” With the family going in a different direction – converting portions of the building
into condominiums – Cobb said he didn’t want to dedicate resources into getting it back up and
running, especially since it had been inoperable for the last three years. Cobb said he
approached a number of individuals in the hydroelectric field, and Evergreen was just finishing up
another project in the area, Pine Valley Hydro in Milford and Wilton.
“This was a project that was just waiting to be revitalized,” Greco said.\ Peterborough Town
Administrator Rodney Bartlett said hydroelectric is an industry that the town supports and pointed
to the recently completed Bell Mill Dam on Nubanusit Brook and two other facilities in West
Peterborough. “It has finally gotten to the point where it’s financially viable to do,” Bartlett said.
Bartlett said the town purchases power from net metering groups in the winter months, but gets
cheaper rates elsewhere in the warmer months. “It’s certainly a source of power that’s a positive,”
Bartlett said. “It’s green, renewable and a clean source of energy.” Matt Lundsted, board chair
and Peterborough representative for the Contoocook and North Branch River Local Advisory
Committee, hasn’t seen the specifics of the project, but encourages all uses of the river. “Hydro
power and running mills is what New England’s old economy was built around,” Lundsted said
Wednesday. He said from the nature side of things, that ideally nothing in the river is best. “But if
you can use the energy of the water and generate electricity instead of coal burning or oil burning,
that’s a positive," he said.
Earlier this week, Evergreen spent multiple days draining and refilling the Contoocook River
Reservoir. Greco said because the facility had been out of use for so many years there was a
tremendous amount of silt, sticks, trash and river debris build up to clear. So the project included
draining an area of water in order to remove the material. Evergreen then refilled the area and
opened the gate on the opposite side of the river from the Noone Falls building to rid the area of
the materials, Greco said. Once it is cleared out and facility is up and running, the river and dam
will ideally operate as it did prior to its shutdown. “It’s like pulling the drain plug at the bottom of
your bath tub, eventually everything goes out,” Greco said. The project has also included
surveying and studying the river and its flow, as well as getting all the required federal and state
licensing and permits in order. Work inside the facility has been ongoing for the last few months.
Greco said the goal is to reuse and refurbish as much of the original equipment as possible.
“Generally rehabbing of an existing facility is well received,” Bartlett said.
The way the system works, Greco said, is that water flows through a grate in the reservoir
through the eight-foot diameter pipe that goes under the access road behind Noone Falls and into
the building. Inside the building, the pipe turns into two smaller pipes. The water flows down
through a turbine at the bottom. The turbines spine on a shaft that also spins a pulley system
connected to a pair of generators to collect the energy. “We’re trying to put the pieces back
together,” Greco said. Greco said the hope is to have the facility up and running in a few weeks.
The energy all goes to Eversource through the net metering program, and Evergreen has
contracts to sell electricity produced to the towns of Derry and Hinsdale. At full capacity, Greco
said, the hydroelectric facility will produce 150,000 watts continuously or 150 kilowatt hours per
hour. According to Greco, once the project is up and running, the water intake area will be
monitored daily, and even cleared a few times a day this fall as leaves drop into the water. The
removal of silt and river debris will happen on a more regular basis to avoid getting into the facility
and damaging the equipment. The hope is that the rebuilt facility won’t need much outside of
routine maintenance for decades.
“This should run for 50 years before it needs to be taken apart again,” Greco said.
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In addition to the projects at Noone Falls and Pine Valley, Evergreen also has facilities in
Goffstown and Rochester. “We’re all about the longevity of the project,” Greco said. “And there
are hundreds of these projects that are just sitting and waiting to be redone.” Cobb said it will end
up being “a win-win for both of us.” With giving up the rights and oversight of the dam, Cobb said,
they will not have the burden of state and local taxes for the facility. “That was a big part of the
negotiations for us,” he said. Cobb said he’s glad someone is taking over the facility that will be
able to keep up with the maintenance and reap the benefits. “I like the whole concept of hydro
and clean energy,” Cobb said. “And they’re putting a large amount of money into and taking a
long-term approach.”
(Hydro legislation on the way to the prez.)

Federal hydropower bill headed to president
Oct 12, 2018, thecoalfieldprogress.com

The U.S. Senate has passed Ninth District U.S. Rep. Morgan Griffith’s
bill aimed at promoting hydroelectric energy projects. Griffith, R-Salem,
announced Oct. 10 that the Senate approved the Promoting ClosedLoop Pumped Storage Hydropower Act. The bill is part of the
America’s Water Infrastructure Act of 2018, which now goes to the
president for his signature. “Closed-loop pumped storage hydropower
is a source of renewable energy that can be harnessed with infrastructure, including abandoned
mines,” Griffith said. “These projects could bring jobs and energy to Southwest Virginia, but
current regulatory policy imposes a great burden. I introduced legislation to streamline the
licensing process, and I am glad to see the Senate pass my common sense regulatory
improvements today as part of a water infrastructure bill.”
Dominion Energy has applied to build a pumped storage hydroelectric facility in Tazewell County
and is working with Virginia Tech to study the possibility of building another such facility at the
former Bullitt mine site in Appalachia. The Bullitt proposal, if it moved forward, would involve
using old underground mine passages as the lower reservoir for a pumped storage facility.
Such facilities pump water from a lower reservoir to an upper reservoir during times of low
electricity demand. When demand rises, water is released from the upper to the lower reservoir to
produce power
(More on legislation.)

FERC streamlines licensing process for pumped storage and other
hydroelectric generators
October 15, 2018, jdsupra.com

On October 10, 2018, the Senate passed (on a 99-1 vote) S.3021,
“America’s Water Infrastructure Act of 2018.” The bill passed in the
House of Representatives in September, and it now awaits President
Trump’s signature. Of importance to those who have been waiting for
hydropower to experience a renaissance, the bill includes provisions
significantly streamlining key aspects of the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) licensing process for closed loop
pumped storage hydroelectric generating facilities and new
hydroelectric generating facilities located at dams that do not currently
produce power.
In a 2012 study, the Oak Ridge National Laboratory identified non-powered dams that could, with
little additional construction, contribute 12,000 megawatts (MW) of renewable energy to the grid.
Many thought this report might spur the development of these widely distributed potential sources
of clean energy, but that did not happen. The historically glacial pace of obtaining, renewing, and
amending hydropower licenses represented a significant economic barrier to action. This newly
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passed legislation has the potential to turn that around and also make pumped storage a valuable
contributor to the recognized need for energy storage that can help to balance out supply and
demand for systems that are more and more dependent on renewables. The bill significantly
improves the licensing process for closed-loop pumped storage projects and non-powered dams
by requiring FERC to issue a final order within two years of a completed application. Under the
current regulatory regime, development of such facilities can take as much as ten years from
receipt of an initial permit to completion of construction. Such projects are also capital intensive
and depend on offtake arrangements in order to secure financing. As a practical matter, the tenyear time horizon effectively knocked this valuable source of clean energy out of contention in a
competitive market. Indeed, despite the rapid growth of renewables in recent years, no new
pumped storage facilities have been constructed.
With the regulatory changes required under this bill, new closed-loop pumped storage facilities
and new hydroelectric facilities at non-powered dams could complete the licensing process as
early as mid-2021.
The specific FERC licensing changes are contained in Title III of the bill, and include the following
provisions:
· The initial term for FERC preliminary permits for hydroelectric projects are extended
from three to four years and the term for any extensions thereof are changed from two to
four years.
· The deadline for commencing construction on a newly licensed hydroelectric project
was extended from two years, with a possible two year extension, to two years, with a
possible eight year extension.
· The size limit on qualifying conduit hydroelectric generation facilities that do not require
licenses was raised from five MW to 40 MW.
· The bill requires that FERC adopt, within 180 days, new rules establishing expedited
processes for licensing and amending licenses for: (a) existing dams that are not
currently used to generate electricity, and (b) closed-loop pumped storage hydroelectric
facilities.
The new rules must provide for
– issuance of a final decision on an application for a license within two years of the
receipt of a completed application;
– a more streamlined interagency review process;
– with respect to non-powered dams, development by FERC, the Secretary of the Army
and the Secretary of Agriculture (must provide) (of?) a list of existing non-powered
Federal dams that the reviewers agree have the greatest potential for non-Federal
hydropower development; and
– with respect to closed-loop pumped storage projects, authorization for FERC to (1)
“grant an exception from any other requirement” under the FERC hydroelectric licensing
regime; and (2) add entities as joint permittees following issuance of a preliminary permit
to a municipal project and to transfer a license to one or more non-municipal entities as
co-licensees (provided the municipality retains majority ownership).
· The bill would also require that FERC hold a workshop within six months to explore
potential opportunities for development of closed-loop pumped storage projects at
abandoned mine sites and “issue guidance” within one year to assist applicants for
licenses or preliminary permits for projects at such sites.
· FERC is also required to consider investments made by any hydroelectric project
licensee during the term of an initial license when considering the term of a new license
upon expiration of the initial license.
This legislation is an important opening for long underdeveloped resources.
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Water:
(Spending a little on water infrastructure.)

Major water infrastructure package sails through Senate, heads to
President's desk
By Alana Austin | Oct 12, 2018, wilx.com

WASHINGTON (Gray DC) -- It comes with a hefty price tag,
but lawmakers say it could avoid another water crisis like
the one seen in Flint, Michigan. This week, the Senate
approved a nearly seven-billion dollar investment in the
nation's rivers, dams, ports and more. Arkansas Senator
John Boozman calls the bi-partisan bill a major victory for this area, with cash to upgrade
outdated public plumbing and shipping waterways. "We do take our infrastructure for granted,
and certainly we've got infrastructure problems and that's why we're trying to address the water
component of that so this bill does a lot in that regard," said Boozman. The measure also
includes new flood protections for states. "I'm really excited about the water infrastructure bill.
We hear a lot about all of the wrangling that goes on up here, and yet this is an area where
Republicans and Democrats have come together," said Boozman. Just one Senator voted
against the spending package. The President is expected to sign it into law soon.

Environment:
(Fish gotta swim.)

Unique passage around Heuvelton dam on Oswegatchie River entering
final stage
By LARRY ROBINSON, OCTOBER 15, 2018, watertowndailytimes.com

HEUVELTON, NY — A project that began in August
2017 to build a fish passage around the Heuvelton
hydroelectric dam on the Oswegatchie River is nearing
completion, and represents the latest collaboration
between private business and government aimed at
improving local fish habitats across the region. A
spokeswoman for Brookfield Renewable, owner of the hydroelectric facility in the center of
Heuvelton, said work on the project is expected to wrap up in the coming weeks. Construction of
what company officials originally described as a “nature-like fishway” was required as part of the
company’s 2012 re-licensing agreement with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.
The new serpentine passage is designed to allow American eel, sturgeon and other fish to
traverse the dam without being injured. It will also allow the fish access to new habitat along
sections of the waterway where access was previously limited. The fish passage in Heuvelton is
not the first to be constructed on the Oswegatchie River, according to officials with the state
Department of Environmental Conservation. A similar, but smaller passage was completed just
downstream from Heuvelton at Eel Weir. That fishway became operational in 2016. Both fish
passages on the Oswegatchie River are categorized as utilizing a “step pool” design, an
engineering feature that will allow fish to easily traverse difficult junctures created by hydroelectric
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and other dam structures, according to DEC officials. “This will open up most of the historical
habitat up to Natural Dam and allow fish from Black Lake to utilize historical habitat in the
Oswegatchie river system,” said DEC Region 6 Spokeswoman Andrea C. Pedrick. Ms. Pedrick
said both the Eel Weir and Heuvelton Nature-Like-Fishways are designed primarily with lake
sturgeon and American eel in mind, but other species should be able traverse the apparatus as
well.
Sturgeon to benefit
The wild sturgeon population in the Oswegatchie River has seen an increase in recent years,
according to state officials, with the uptick in population of the native-born fish attributed to
previous state stocking efforts. “The total number of Lake Sturgeon fingerlings stocked in the
Oswegatchie River and Black Lake from 1993 to 2018 is approximately 54,500,” Ms. Pedrick
said. “Currently there is no estimate of the population. However, researchers are able to
consistently capture sturgeon over a wide area of these waters.” The slow-growing sturgeon are a
protected species and don’t reproduce until they are approximately 20 years old. Stocking efforts
in the Oswegatchie and St. Lawrence rivers have been underway for more than 25 years.
There are three species of sturgeon found in New York state waters, but only the Lake Sturgeon
is found within the Great Lakes system, according to the DEC. The largest Lake Sturgeon on
record was about seven feet long and weighed over 300 pounds.
Sturgeon over 100 pounds have been collected by researchers in St. Lawrence County’s Black
Lake, and it is likely that they can grow much bigger within that ecosystem, according to DEC
officials. “Both juvenile and adult Lake Sturgeon will at times move long distances, both for
spawning and looking for foraging areas,” Ms. Pedrick said. Heuvelton’s Superintendent of Public
Works, Tim Murray, said he and others in the community have been watching the project unfold
and are looking forward to its completion. He said to his knowledge there have been no major
issues involving the fish passage construction process during the past year. “Brookfield has
always been good to work with since I’ve been here,” Mr. Murray said. “They kept us informed of
what they were doing and it is good to hear that it will be done before winter. We’ll be glad to see
it done.” Last year, Brookfield officials announced they would be constructing the fish passage
and began notifying nearby property owners that there would blasting occurring in the area.
Brookfield officials said the project was not only aimed at improving the Oswegatchie River’s fish
habitat, but with improving the quality of life for residents of the village of Heuvelton.
Natural advantage
The first fish passage built in New York state was on the Peconic River on Long Island in 2010
and was primarily constructed to aid the river’s herring population, according to the DEC. That
early passage was categorized by engineers at the time as a “rough channel” design of a
“Nature-Like-Fishway.” By contrast, the two new fish passages on the Oswegatchie River at Eel
Weir and in Heuvelton are unique, in that they represent the first passages built in what is now
considered to be a “step pool” design, according to the DEC. While the design is unique, the
concept of encouraging fish to use a natural passage around obstacles is not.
“Nature-Like-Fishways have been around for a number of years and are designed to emulate the
natural riverine and channel conditions for successful fish passage,” Ms. Pedrick said. “Each one
is designed with site specific criteria for each location.” State DEC aquatic biologists, the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service and project engineers work closely on designing and building fish
passages. Ms. Pedrick said the typical cost for projects like the passage in Eel Weir have run
around a half a million dollars. A representative of Brookfield Renewable, the hydro-electric owner
of the Heuvelton facility, did not respond to a request for a cost breakdown of their latest fish
passage project. Both the Eel Weir and Heuvelton fishways were required as part of a previous
FERC re-licensing agreement that was settled in 2012, according to officials.
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Other Stuff:
(Growing too fast.)

These Are the Fastest-Growing Cities in the US
Fort Myers, Fla., takes the top spot
By Evann Gastaldo, Newser Staff, Oct 1, 2018, newser.com

(NEWSER) – Looking to move somewhere with a bright
outlook? The bottom line of a new WalletHub analysis is that in
the US, "the South currently seems to be an attractive place to
move." The site looked at 515 cities and compared 15
measures of growth and decline over a seven-year period.
Those factors include population growth, GDP growth, and
decrease in the unemployment rate. The top 15 fastestgrowing cities in the US, eight of which are in the South:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Fort Myers, Fla.
Midland, Texas
Pearland, Texas
Bend, Ore.
McKinney, Texas
College Station, Texas
Lehigh Acres, Fla.
Mount Pleasant, SC

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Enterprise, Nev.
Irvine, Calif.
Milpitas, Calif.
Pleasanton, Calif.
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Meridian, Idaho
Redwood City, Calif.

Click for the complete rankings: https://wallethub.com/edu/fastest-growing-cities/7010/
as well as subsets of the data—Austin, Texas, for example, is No. 18 overall but is the No. 1 entry
in the "large cities with the highest growth" category.
.
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non-profit and educational purposes only.
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